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#1

REQUIRE
MULTI-FACTOR
AUTHENTICATION

(MFA)

Attackers will often search for the weakest
link in the agency’s security posture. Adding
multi-factor authentication to the devices
used by your remote teams will prevent
unauthorized access into your systems.
DUO SECURITY offers an easy way to
layer on MFA with a minimal disruption
to the user while incorporating the
latest methods of authentication.

#2

IMPROVE
YOUR FIREWALL

to Support and Scale VPN Access
Older firewall technology can’t support
a large remote workforce accessing
your network through VPN. Upgrade to
a Next Generation Firewall (NGFW) to
support increasing numbers of users
and the increased load on the device.
NGFWs also offer additional controls
including enhanced security with
identity store and authentication, threat
intelligence, URL filtering, and analytics.

#3

SECURE YOUR
CLOUD APPS

Including Those you Don’t Know About
Remote employees use cloud based applications
and are more likely to use shadow IT. Fortify your
cloud applications to protect them against threats.
CISCO UMBRELLA is a cloud security tool that not
only protects against malware and other threats,
it helps you gain visibility into your cloud apps and
find use of shadow IT across your environment.

#4

AUTOMATE
YOUR SECURITY

Monitoring, maintaining, and watching for
new threats is challenging with a remote
workforce. With constant vigilance needed
to watch over your network, automating
your network security is critical.
Scans, queries, and reports can all be
automated with SECURITY TECHNOLOGY
TOOLS that are FedRamp authorized.

#5

CHOOSE THE RIGHT
COLLABORATION
TOOLS

Employees who are remote must be connected
to the office, just as though they were there.
Collaboration applications like Cisco WebEx
Teams and WebEx Meetings allow employees to
connect regardless of their physical location.

Cisco also offers a FedRAMP Impact Level 2 (IL2)
Webex tool for Civilian agencies and DoD Impact
Level 5 (IL5) collaboration solutions through HCS-D.

SUPPORT WHEN YOU NEED IT
FORCE 3 is a technology solutions provider that has worked with the federal
government providing secure technology solutions and services for over 25 years.

As the network security company, Force 3 understands the security requirements
needed in the federal space and partners with leading manufacturers. Our engineers
are trained and cleared to better support the needs of our federal customers.
Force 3’s knowledgeable engineers can help ramp up your remote workforce quickly,
acting as an extension of your technology team.

CONTACT US TODAY

